WEAPON SHIELD SOLVENT™ - is the ultimate cleaning solvent that is "not a solvent" by traditional standards. It removes burnt powder, fouling, debris, lead and copper, and contains no ammonia, butyl cellosolve, or any other hostile chemicals that can endanger your health or the components of your firearm. It is completely safe on all polymers, woods, metals and even leather.

WEAPON SHIELD SOLVENT™ contains WEAPON SHIELD CLP™, to provide a short term but powerful lubricating film that can provide positive protection and lubrication for "on the fly" cleaning during situations that require aggressive cleaning action and getting "back in the game". After your final cleaning with WEAPON SHIELD SOLVENT™, follow up with complete lubrication and protection by using WEAPON SHIELD CLP™.

1. "ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY".
2. "NON-MUTAGENIC".
3. "NO VOLATILES".
4. "NON-TOXIC".

WEAPON SHIELD SOLVENT™ conforms to California’s Proposition 65.

WEAPON SHIELD SOLVENT™ contains no SARA Title III chemicals or heavy metals in its formulation as well.

**THIS IS AN INDUSTRY FIRST**

A solvent that contains no harmful solvent properties, whatsoever.

If it's GREEN you are looking for in a cleaning solvent, look no further.

Available in 4 ounce with pump sprayer, 16 ounce with trigger sprayer and Gallons. MSRP is $12.49, $25.99, and 149.99 respectively.

Steel Shield Technologies, Inc.
3351 Industrial Blvd
Bethel Park, PA 15102
(800) 390-1535, 412-479-0024
www.weaponshield.com